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steadying him, george crosses behind, to marquise, who has
gone to cradle—puts his arm round esther and takes her to
mantel-piece.
hawtree. Mr. Eccles, don't you think that, with your talent for
liquor, if you had an allowance of about two pounds a week,,
and went to Jersey, where spirits are cheap, that you could
drink yourself to death in a year?
eccles. I think I could—I'm sure I'll try.
[Goes up left of table, steadying himself by it, and sits in
chair by fire, with the bottle of gin. HAWTREE standing by
fire. esther and polly stand embracing, centre. As they turn
away from each other—
george [coming across with esther]. Come and play me that air
that used to ring in my ears as I lay awake, night after night,
captive in the cave—you know.
[He hands ESTHER to piano.   She plays the air.
marquise [bending over the cradle, at e?id]. My grandson!
[eccles falls off the chair in the last stage of drunkenness,
bottle in hand. hawtree, leaning one foot on chair from
which ECCLES has fallen, looks at him through eyeglass. SAM
enters, and goes to polly, behind cradle, and producing
wedding-ring from several papers, holds it up before her eyes.
ESTHER plays until curtain drops.
POINTS FOR DISCUSSION
 1.	What is meant by realism in dialogue?
 2.	Find examples from this play of dialogue which seems natural, and
other examples which still belong to the older3 artificial plays.
 3.	What is the matter with the plot of this play, when it is considered by
modern standards?
 4.	What is the origin of the term cDeus ex machina'?
 5.	Why does the dramatist make George bring in the milk; can?
 6.	The episode of George's reappearance to Pollya Sam, and Hawtree
has been so arranged that it causes far less excitement than we might
reasonably expect. Why was this necessary?
 7.	Polly's acting of Jeanne la Folle is supposed to be a means of preparing

